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Abstract
w to investigaate not only thhe applicabilityy of the method of Problem-B
Based Learnin
ng (PBL)
The purpose oof this study was
to the lesson ssubject of “Gasses” within thhe scope of thee 9th grade couurse of Chemisstry in Hakkarii Gazi High Sc
chool but
also the influeence of this meethod on the students' achievvement levels in chemistry aand on their m
motivation and attitudes
towards chem
mistry. For this purpose, the mixed methodd, which invollves both quanntitative and quualitative desig
gns, was
applied. In thhe study, the embedded
e
desiign, one of thhe mixed methhods of researrch, was used.. The research
h sample
included 56 sstudents takingg the course oof Chemistry in Hakkâri Gaazi High Schoool. In the stuudy, the studen
nts were
divided into ttwo groups: exxperimental grroup (n=27) annd control grooup (n= 29). T
The PBL methhod was applie
ed to the
experimental ggroup. The appplication was carried out in the Spring Terrm of the acaddemic year of 22014-2015. Be
efore and
after the appliication, an achhievement testt to measure thhe students' leevels of successs in the lessoon subject of "Gasses",
attitude scale towards chem
mistry, motivatiion scale for chhemistry, scennario, reports aand observationn forms were used.
u
As
the study dom
minantly had a quantitative design, quanttitative data coollection tools were used. Inn order to sup
pport the
quantitative ddata collectionn tools and to gather more ddetailed data, the observatioon method waas also used as
a a data
collection tool. For the anallysis of the quuantitative dataa, package softtware of SPSS
S 18 was used. As for the an
nalysis of
the observatioon data, conttent analysis w
was conducteed. The resultts revealed a significant diifference betw
ween the
achievement llevels of the experimental annd control grooups. Howeverr, no significannt difference w
was found betw
ween the
experimental and control grroups regardinng their motivation and attittudes. In the liight of the observations recorded, it
could be stateed that the PB
BL method inncreased the students' intraggroup and inteergroup comm
munication skills, their
self-confidencce and their skiills in making presentations and reporting.
Keywords: prroblem- based learning, teaching, gases, chhemistry
1. Introductioon
Since time im
mmemorial, the humankind has always beeen producingg something, eenabling socieeties to progress. Such
progress is thee product of productive
p
sociieties, and the sustainability of this producction depends on education because,
in its most geeneral sense, education
e
referrs to the transsfer of the acccumulated knoowledge. Howeever, this accu
umulated
knowledge beecomes heaps of
o informationn in time, the trransfer of whicch has been onne of the main problems of education.
This has also bbecome an unaavoidable probblem for the stuudents who are responsible ffor learning it.
Although eduucators, or rathher, the indiviiduals who arre responsible for teaching have been cuurious to find out how
learning occurrs, it was not until
u
the 19th ccentury that thhey began to carry out scienttific research tto satisfy that curiosity
(Schunk, 20099, p.12). They proposed variious learning ttheories. One oof these theoriies is the sociaal constructivisst theory.
Social construuctivist theorists argue that a learner is not independent oof his/her learnning because thhe previous kn
nowledge,
social environnment, languagge and culturee play a vital rrole in the learrning process. Thus, social constructivist theorists
can be said tto draw attenttion to the brridge betweenn the learning and the learnner. Thus, it ccan be said th
hat such
constructivist methods help learners to m
make the learning activity meeaningful by ffocusing on theeir daily life, and
a their
social/culturall environment..
One of the theeories proposeed by social coonstructivist thheorists is Probblem-based Leearning (PBL). PBL was firstt applied
in McMaster Medical Schoool in the 1960s (Barrows, 1986). This leearning approaach was later used in many
y diverse
fields such as medicine, natuural sciences, eengineering annd law in manyy different couuntries (Boud & Feletti, 1997
7).
PBL is a learnner-centered appproach whereeby students leearn how to sttudy in small ggroups and tryy to describe orr solve a
complex probblem selected from daily llife (Elder, 20015). Problem
m-based Learniing (PBL), a group-based learning
approach, alloows learners to
t take part inn research andd problem-solvving activities to better understand the theoretical
concepts and the practical relevance of thhe problem theey want to solvve (Mühlfelderr, Konermann & Borchard, 2015).
2
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the PBL method, the learners have presented an issue from daily life to be solved. For older learners, this problem is
presented in such a vague and "complicated" way that they do not have any clear way or procedure to follow. Typically,
the learners work in small cooperative groups. The teacher or the assistant (tutor) mostly assume a facilitator role in the
group discussions but do not guide or control the research process (Westwood, 2008, p. 31). PBL educators have
important roles like motivating the learners, engage them in the lesson, help them express their arguments with their
reasons, and support them in expressing their original ideas (de Grave, Dolmans & van der Vleuten 1999, p 902 ).
Studies have revealed that PBL has a positive effect on learner skills. In relation to the most prominent benefits of PBL,
it could be stated that the method increases students’ ability to conduct research, integrates theory and practice, allows
communication and group work, helps apply knowledge and skills to find an appropriate solution to a problem and
develops self-directed studies (Dochy, Segers, Bosscher & Gijbels., 2003; Hung, 2009; Lopes, Filho, Marsden &Alves,
2011; Mamede, Schmidt, & Norman, 2006; Rikers & Bruim, 2006; Wood, 2003). However, there are such
disadvantages of PBL as problems related to working in groups, individuals’ not doing any preparations, establishing
poor communication with each other, “having negative attitudes towards one another, experiencing potential problems
with loafers not doing their share of the workload or with overly assertive members taking too much control, and having
anxiety about collaborative learning experiences. Inexperienced teachers are likely to dominate and provide too much
direction, and they potentially revert to didactic instruction, the role of the instructor and quality of the problem scenario”
(Elder, 2015).
As a result of the meta-analysis conducted on PBL, it was found that the PBL approach has a positive effect on the
attitudes of learners toward science courses compared to traditional teaching methods. Ayaz, 2015 found that PBL has
positive effects on the learner attitudes toward science courses, and the PBL approach has a higher effect (positive effect)
on students’ academic achievement in chemistry.
Various studies have shown that learners have difficulty in understanding many subjects in chemistry courses, have
problems in visualizing subjects in their minds and have conceptual misunderstandings regarding these subjects (Çalık
& Ayas, 2002; Karaçöp & Doymuş, 2012; Piquette & Heikkinen, 2005; Treagust, Chittleborough & Mamiala, 2003). In
the last 30 years or so, in related literature, there have been many reports on students’ misconceptions, defined as any
concept that is different from the widely accepted scientific understanding of the term (Nakhleh (1992), and difficulties
with a variety of aspects of scientific reasoning (Grayson, Anderson, & Crossley, 2001).
The subject of "gases" is one of the subjects that learners have a hard time learning (Doymuş, 2007; Hammar, 2013;
Şahin & Çepni, 2012). The most challenging chemistry subject for learners is the "gases." The biggest reason for this
seems to be the fact that gas concepts are too abstract for them (Şenocak, 2005).
Many studies focusing on the subject of gases have found that employing multiple methods and techniques to teach it
helps learners with this micro-level subject (Kaya, 2005; Ipek, 2007; Yeşiloğlu, 2007).
When the relevant literature is analyzed, learners are found to harbor misconceptions regarding gases (Griffiths and
Preston, 1992; Kariper, 2013) and have difficulty learning the subject of gases since it is an abstract concept. So as to
prevent learners from coming to class with inadequate knowledge, it seems crucial to design opportunities and materials
that will interest them in the subject and allow them to think rationally. To this end, it may help to present problems in
the learning environment by drawing from daily life familiar to the learners at this early stage of their academic lives,
which can increase their interest and motivation to learn the subject of gases. Thus, through this present study, learners
are expected to realize that the subject of gases is not just composed of abstract concepts and formulas, but rather a
result of the events in many stages of their lives, and thus become logical and meaningful for them. This study seeks
answers to the research questions below.
What is the applicability of the PBL method in the subject of "Gases" in the 9th-grade chemistry course taught at
Hakkari Gazi High School, and what is the effect of this method on learners' success rates in chemistry, and on their
attitudes and motivations toward chemistry?
1. What is the effect of PBL on students’ academic achievement in chemistry?
2. What is the impact of PBL on students' attitude toward chemistry?
3. What is the effect of PBL on students' motivation for learning chemistry?
2. Method
2.1 Research Design
Including both quantitative and qualitative research designs, the mixed research method is used in this study to be able
to answer the research questions, and as one of the mixed methods of research, the embedded design is used.
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The embedded design can be utilized when a qualitative component needs to be added to a heavily quantitative study, or
a quantitative component needs to be included in a heavily qualitative study. In this design, compared to the primary
data set, the secondary data set plays a supportive auxiliary role. Since different questions are answered and each
question requires a different explanation, a single data collection set is not sufficient for this design. Embedded design
comprises both qualitative and quantitative data. However, one type of data has an additional role within the scope of
conception (Creswell and Plano-Clark, 2007). In this study, qualitative ( reports, worksheets paper, observations) and
quantitative data (achievement test, questionnaire on motivation and attitude) were used. The qualitative data sets where
used in a supportive role to find out students behavior, writing and reporting skills.
2.2 Study Sample
The sample for this study is composed of 56 Hakkari Gazi High School students taking a chemistry course, who are
selected through convenience sampling. The implementation was conducted during the spring semester of the
2014-2015 academic year. But before applying PBL to that school, permission was taken from “National Education
Directorate” of the city of Hakkari.
2.3 Data Collection Tools
The following data collection tools are used by taking the research questions into account.
1.

Pre- and post- achievement tests to measure students' levels of achievement on the subject of "Gases."

2.

Questionnaire on attitude toward chemistry

3.

Questionnaire on motivation for chemistry

4.

Implementation material (Scenario)

5.

Course observation form

6.

Worksheets and assignment reports

2.4 Development and Implementation of the Data Collection Tools
In this section, the scales (data collection tools) developed or adopted from other studies for this research are
introduced.
2.4.1 Development and Implementation of the Gases Academic Achievement Test (GAAT)
For the present study, "Gases Academic Achievement Test" (GAAT) has been developed to analyze the effect of PBL on
student achievement. For the development of the GAAT, considering the predetermined outcomes and the concepts for
these findings, 27 multiple-choice questions were prepared. To what degree the developed test matched the results and
whether the questions met the cognitive learning level in the revised taxonomy of Bloom (Krathwohl, 2002) were
analyzed. The piloting for the achievement test was carried out in Hakkari with students (n=107) who have just been
taught the subject of "Gases". By assigning 1 point for each correct answer and 0 for each wrong respond to the
achievement test was scored, and the item difficulty index and item discrimination index were determined first. As a
result of the item analysis, item discrimination index for 5 questions was found to be lower than 0, and therefore, these
5 questions were removed from the test. The reliability test conducted after the removal of these questions indicated that
the reliability coefficient was 0.724. In cases where Cronbach’s Alpha value is 0.70 or higher, the scale is considered
reliable (Sipahi, Yurtkoru and Çinko, 2008, s.89). Thus, GAAT can be said to be reliable.
2.4.2 Attitudes towards Chemistry Questionnaire and Motivation in Chemistry Questionnaire
The attitudes towards chemistry questionnaire used in this study was developed by Geban, Ertepinar, Yilmaz, Altin and
Sahbaz (1994), it has 15 positive and negative 5-points Likert-type items ranging from strongly agree to disagree
strongly. The items are generally like the following:
 Chemistry is my favourite lesson
 I generally spend time studying chemistry
 Chemistry isn`t important in my daily life
 I join chemistry lessons with pleasure
 I`d like to learn more issues on chemistry
 I get bored when I study chemistry
The motivation in chemistry questionnaire was developed by Glynn and Koballa (2006). It includes 22, 5-points
Likert-type items (Never, Rarely, Sometimes, Usually, Always ) to measure students' motivation in chemistry. Such as:
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 I like to learn chemistry
 The subjects I`m learning in chemistry are related to my aim
 I want to be more successful than the other students in chemistry exams
 I`m worried when I think about chemistry exams
 I work hard to learn chemistry
 I hate chemistry
2.4.3 Development and Implementation of the Application Material
A scenario was developed by taking into account the concepts to be learned to achieve the predetermined outcomes for
the “Gases” subject.
The application material was implemented with 15 10th grade students taking chemistry course in Hakkari High School.
Firstly, the students were introduced to PBL and the procedure to which they are supposed to follow was explained to
them. The students were handed out the achievement test course notes. The students were then divided into 5 groups.
Each group was given the “Pepper gas and rising cake” scenario, and asked to discuss the scenario and answer the
questions at the end of the scenario. Each student group answered the questions and presented them as a report. Students
were also inquired about the intelligibility and applicability of the application material. The materials were then revised
in the light of this piloting data. The final version of the application material is presented in Appendix A.
Before the prepared material was implemented in the experimental group, they were first given the necessary
information on the application of PBL. The students were put into a total of 5 groups. The 1st Group was named "Koma
Gel", 2nd Group was "Karincalar" (Ants), 3rd Group was "Chemists", 4th Group was "Forever", and the 5th Group was
"Stars," making 4 groups of 5, and 1 group of 6. The application material was implemented as explained above.
2.4.4 Observation Form
Student observation forms were developed to analyze the effect of PBL on student participation, their ways of
presenting and sharing information, and their interpersonal relationships and social skills in the classroom environment.
2.5 Data Analysis
Since this study is predominantly quantitative, quantitative data collection tools were used and to support the
quantitative data collection tools and obtain more detailed data, observational data collection tools were used as well.
SPSS 18 package program was used for the analysis of the quantitative data. As a method employed for the analysis of
textual and visual data, content analysis was used for the analysis of the observational data. This method follows a
deductive model. During the content analysis, the researcher first develops categories regarding the research topic, and
then counts the words, sentences or images within these categories in the data set (Özdemir, 2010).
Table 1. Research Questions, Data Collection Tools and Data Analysis Methods
Research Questions
1. What is the effect of PBL on students’
academic achievement in chemistry?
3. What is the effect of PBL on students’
attitudes toward chemistry?
4. What is the effect of PBL on students'
motivation for learning chemistry?

Data Collection Tools
 Gas Academic Achievement Test (GAAT).

Data Analysis Methods
 Inferential statistics

 Attitudes toward Chemistry Questionnaire
(ACQ)
 Observations
 Motivation in Chemistry Questionnaire
(MCQ)
 Observations

 Inferential statistics
 Content analysis
 Inferential statistics
 Content analysis

3. Results
3.1 The Results from Gas Academic Test
The maximum and minimum possible scores for the achievement test are 0 and 21 respectively. That is, a student answering
all the question correctly on the test will score 21, and the one answering all wrong will score 0. The GAAT pretest results for
the PBL experimental group and the control group show that the mean values of the groups are similar, and the groups are
homogenous, as shown in Table 2. As it can be seen from the Table 2 the pre-test of the control group and the experimental
group is very similar. It is similar because before applying this study, with the help of the subject teacher, two homogeneous
classes where found (units of comparison being academic achievement and the students gender). The students were also
administered post-tests, and the results were significant, favoring the experimental group. Table 1 shows that the average
achievement score of the experimental group significantly increased while it dropped for the control group. As shown in Table
2, there is a significant difference (p< 0,05) between the experimental group taught via PBL and the control group taught via
traditional approach. At the same time while experimental group taught Gases through PBL the control group were taught the
same subject via the traditional approach (teacher centered) by the same teacher in the experimental group.
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the achievement test
ACHIEVEMENT
Pre-test

Groups
1
2
1
2

Post test

Mean
N
27
29
27
29

7,5926
6,7931
12,6296
5,4828

Std.
Deviation
1,86587
2,17747
3,06529
2,45852

Sig. (2-tailed)
,147
,145
,000
,000

On the other hand as it can be seen from Table 2 control group post-test has dropped.
3.2 The Results from Motivation and Attitude Questionnaire
The analysis of the results from the chemistry motivation and attitudes pre-and post- tests on the experimental versus
control group indicates that:
Table 3. Descriptive statistics of the motivation test
MOTIVATION
Pre-test

Groups
1
2
1
2

Post test

Mean
81,3043
81,2778
84,0435
77,4444

Std. Deviation
10,65336
9,84471
12,24180
12,15209

Sig. (2-tailed)
,994
,993
,094
,094

Table 4. Descriptive statistics of the attitude test
ATTITUDE
Pre-test

Groups
1
2
1
2

Post test

Mean
49,4783
48,2778
50,0435
48,7778

Std. Deviation
5,70382
6,12426
6,52602
7,45619

Sig. (2-tailed)
,521
,525
,566
,573

The analysis of the statistical values on Table 3 and Table 4 do not indicate any significant difference between the pre
and post motivation and attitude test scores.
3.3 Assessment of Worksheets and Reports
For the study, the worksheets used by Tatar (2007) were adopted to have the students answer the scenario questions.
Through these worksheets, students were made to write down about what they knew, what they needed to know and
how they would obtain the information they needed. Furthermore, the reports that they submitted at the end of their
presentations were analyzed and their ways of solving the questions were determined.
During the analysis of the worksheets, as was the case in Tatar (2007), the scoring was as: 1 (weak), 2 (average) and 3
(adequate), the analysis was conducted by considering the following criteria:


Listing “what he/she knows” on the worksheet regarding the problem.



Listing “what he/she needs to know” on the worksheet regarding the problem.



Writing the ways to obtain the information.



Table 5 below shows the scoring of worksheets and reports for each group.

Table 5. Scoring criteria for worksheets and reports
1.
2.
3.
4.

Itemizing what he/she knows for the solution of the
problem
Itemizing what needs to be researched for the solution
of the problem
Writing how to obtain the necessary information
Presenting alternative solutions for the problem

Average
3
2.3
3
2

3.4 Findings Obtained from Observation Forms
The student behaviors elicited through camera and semi-structured forms in the observed classroom are grouped under
two main categories:
 Intra-group and inter-group communication
 Presentation and problem-solving
The results of the observations revealed the general student behaviors given in Table 6.
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Table 6. Studeent Behaviors in
i Group Workk
Beehaviors

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Reading the scenario alouud to the group
Giving oopinions on the prooblem
Listeningg to the group members
Discussiing within group
Asking qquestions to the reesearcher
Objectinng to the opinions of the group mem
mbers
Agreeingg with the opinionns of the group meembers
Writing the worksheets
Using bbody language (eye contact, usiing hands,
shaking head., tone of voice…etc)
Note takking
Moderatting the group
Being paassive in the groupp
Presentinng

Freequency
6
244
277
277
6
5
244
6
233

10.
6
6
11.
5
12.
7
13.
The student behavior was observed
o
via a camera and haabits were fouund. It was seeen that some sttudents pretend
d to read
something andd stayed away from his/her ggroup, some sttudents were aambitious to soolve the probleems and some students
visited other ggroups to find the
t solution off problems.
With the help of the scenarrios handed ouut to the studennts, their intraa- and inter-grooup behaviors were observed. These
behaviors are presented in thhe tables below
w:
Table 7. Groupp Work Discusssion

Scen
nario: Pepperr gas and risiing cake
Grou
up: Koma Geel Intra-grou
up Discussion
0:377-01:09
1. Grroups discuss the Scenario..
2. S1 from Grouup Koma Gell reads aloud
d the
Scennario
3. Shhe comments on the Scenarrio
4. Aggreeing with S
S3 and S4, S22 and S1 and make
m
addittional remarkss
5. S22 tries to wriite the pre-reeport accordin
ng to
S1’s instructions.
6. S
S6 and S5 keeep reading the Scenario and
prefeer to remain ppassive.
7. S66 thinks by loooking at the soource book.
Dialoguess:
S1: In ordder to solve Quuestion 3, facttors that can cchange the volume will be rresearched
S5: I havee found the annswer for the qquestion
S1: Boylee’s Law, Avogadro’s Law annd Charles’ Laaw will be wrritten.
As can be seeen in Table 7, S1 tries to expplain the Scennario to the grooup. The grouup seems to haave made a div
vision of
labor because it was observved that S3 was trying to wriite the pre-repoort by followinng the instructtions by S1. S1 and S4
were found too listen to S1’s comments aand made theirr own commennts. This can be said to inddicate that the skills of
intra-group innformation exchange, and thee ability to trannsfer scientificc information aand sharing woork aimed by PBL
P was
successfully ggained. On thee other hand S5 and S6 prefferred to stay ppassive and looked at their bbooks to find answers.
And it can bee said that som
me students issolated themseelves and triedd to be individdual, it can bee shown as on
ne of the
shortcomings of PBL.
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In the implem
mentation proccess of the PB
BL approach, tthe students prresented the aanswers to the Scenario questions to
their class. Duuring this preseentation, studeents in each group presented the scenario aanswers preparred by their ow
wn group
before their cllassmates. Thee tables describbing this situation are as folloows:
Table 8. Preseenting and Probblem Solving
Scenario: Pepp
per gas and risingg cake
Group: Karıncalar (Ants)
1.Question Pressentation
01:50-02:17
1. Groups are lisstening to the pressentation.
2. S12 and S13 ggive a presentationn,
3. They makee hand and eyee contact. Asking
questions to the classmates and m
making them think
k,
es
they try to give the presentation. 3. The classmate
a
listen to them inntently, the researrcher intervenes at
one point.

Dialoggues
S12: A
Avogadro’s Laaw defines thhese four variaables like presssure, temperaature, and am
mount of matte
er
by com
mplementing the Boyle’s annd Charles’ Laws.
Reseaarcher: Hey friends,
f
what iis Avogadro’ss number? (2 second wait) Avogadro maakes you think
k
of mole, doesn’t it**
Classrroom: Yes
S12: M
Mole is an am
mount as well,, the higher thhe amount of a gas, the higgher its volum
me is. If we are
seekinng an answer for
f the 1st question, as youu know teacheer, as it says inn Boyle’s Law
w, if a matter’s
volum
me increases inn constant tem
mperature its ppressure decreeases; if its prressure increaases its volume
decreaases, that is, when
w
one risess, the other droops.
Reseaarcher: Whichh law was thiss?
Classrroom: Boyle’’s law
It can be seenn from Table 8 that S12 triess to explain thhe answer to thhe classroom. S13 helps S122 to write the gas laws
formula on thhe board. S12 tries
t
to make eeye contact with her friendss to make suree they listen heer. While S12 and S13
explain the annswers to the classroom,
c
som
me students lissten and somee students takee notes. The reesearcher tries to make
students awarre of the answ
wer and asks thhem questions to help them think. It can be said that sttudents could improve
their presentattion skills and improve their communicatioon skills via PB
BL.
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Table 9. Probllem Solving

Scenarioo: Pepper gaas and risin
ng
cake
Group: C
Chemists
Problem
m Solution forr Question 5
19:01-233:10
1. Grouups are listening to th
he
presentattion.
2. Studennts are seekinng the solutio
on
together.
3. S8 is trying to solvve the problem
m
with the hhelp of the ressearcher.
4. S8 tuurns to otherr students an
nd
solves thhe problem w
with hand an
nd
eye gestuures.
Dialoggues
S7: If we divide 5844 by 292, it eqquals two molles, Teacher, iif the t temperrature equaledd 25 centigrad
de
degreees,…
Researrcher: How can
c we calculaate it in Kelvinn?
S7: 25 plus 273 givees it in Kelvinn
S21: 225 or 23?
S7: 25 degrees
(S7 wrrites the definnition of Boyyle’s law on the board as:: Boyle’s law
w= volume annd pressure arre
inverseely proportionnal.)
As can be seenn in Table 9, thhe student gavve their presenttations both byy problem-solvving, and by exxplaining the answer
a
to
the class. This activity fits the constructiivist philosophhy in which sttudents are acttive, and is obbserved that th
hey have
munication.
gained the skiills of presentinng, problem-soolving, and intter-group comm
It can be seenn from the obsservations shoown in Table 77, Table 8 andd Table 9 studdents communiicate with theiir group,
perform preseentations in thhe classroom, eexplain and soolve the probllems to their ffriends using eeye contact an
nd hands
when they exxplain their ideeas. It can bee said PBL haas given them the chance too use that abillity and impro
ove their
abilities.
4. Discussion and Conclusiion
When the finddings from thiis study are annalyzed, they aare found to fa
favor the experrimental groupp as shown in Table 2.
This indicatess that the PBL
L increases achhievement morre than the tradditional methood. The relevaant literature allso lends
support to thiis conclusion (Baran,
(
2013; Crowley, 20115; Tasoglu & Bakac, 2014; Vansconcelos, 2012; Yıldıız, 2010;
Zain, Samsuddin & Sale, 20114; Zejnilagic--Hajric, Sabetaa, & Nuic, 2015). PBL is reelated to the stuudents real life
e, and in
this study the scenario`s conntext had beenn taken from reeal life situatioons in Hakkari. Because of tthe protests pe
eople are
method to helpp them solve ppepper spray pproblems. On the
t other
often exposedd to pepper sprray. It could bbe used as a m
hand it can bee seen from Table
Ta
2 that thee control groupp mean has drropped. It can be said that tthe control gro
oup were
aware that `thhey were the coontrol group` aand they think about `why thhey are not invvolved with thee experimental group`,
it can have a nnegative effectt on their attituudes, motivatioon and on theirr achievement.
The questionnnaire results given in Table 4 show that tthe PBL methood does not haave any effectt on students' attitudes
toward chemisstry. The literaature has similaar studies wheere PBL has beeen found to haave no effect oon attitude (Özd
dil, 2011;
Özkardeş-Tanndoğan, 2006; Yıldız, 2010). No change inn attitude can bbe explained bby factors suchh as the relatively short
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period for implementation of the study, students' unfamiliarity with the method, not having a good student-teacher
dialogue, and the fact that attitude is an affective quality that can only change over an extended period (Baran, 2013;
Bukova, 2006; Kutu, 2011; Wijnia, Loyens, & Derous, 2011). However, the literature review reveals that a majority of
the research conducted on attitudes so far has found a positive effect of PBL on student attitudes (Gutwill-Wise, 2001;
Liddle, 2000; Moralar, 2012; Overton, 2001).
The statistical findings (as shown in Table 3) demonstrate that PBL does not have any significant effect on students'
chemistry motivation, which is supported by Galand, Bourgeois, and Frenay (2005). Also, in another study where PBL
course was applied, the statistical analysis indicated that some students enjoyed this method while some others resisted
changing their learning styles and did not like many aspects of PBL, like cooperative learning (Derry, Levin, Osana,
Jonesve & Peterson, 2000). In a similar vein, another recent study comparing PBL and conventional methods found that
PBL could not always be seen to increase motivation (Wijnia, Loyens, & Derous, 2011). Besides, conducting the
present study in a very short time (3 weeks) can be given as another reason for the lack of change in motivation.
However, when the literature is reviewed, PBL is found to increase student motivation for courses (Haruna, Yusof,
Jamaludinc & Hassan, 2013; Klegeris & Hurren, 2011; Kutu, 2011).
The observation findings indicate that PBL help students to use their transferable skills, such as intra-group and
inter-group communication, delivering presentations, problem-solving, reporting, and self-regulated learning. According
to Norman and Schmidt (1992), PBL may increase knowledge retention, facilitate learning the new material by building
on previous knowledge, increase student interest in the subject and can strengthen the students' self-learning skills.
People may not be able to find other individuals to teach them how to do some certain things. Therefore, it is crucial for
individuals to learn, early in their academic career, how to overcome a problem, what can be done in a particular
situation and how to carry out research. Hence, using materials or applications to help them gain such self-learning
skills is thought to be important.
As a result of their study in which they aimed to evaluate students' perceptions of PBL, De Wet and Walker (2013)
found that most of the students prefer group work due to its facilitation of comprehension. Overall, the students reported
that inter-group communication enables to have information exchange with the help of presentations and reciprocal
question-answering, which is supported by the observations conducted so far. The visual recordings of the observations
in the current study indicate that Intra- and inter-group communication occurs. Another benefit of group work is on
learning. Since groups exchange information both within and across groups, they have higher chances of
communicating with more knowledgeable group members, which may allow students with lower knowledge level to
learn. Coca (2013) found that the group with which he used the cooperative method had a higher level of achievement.
One of the student assessment and evaluation methods in PBL is the oral presentation technique. The oral presentation
also contributes to students' enhancement in their communication skills, expressing themselves clearly and articulately,
transferring scientific information to their community, and indirectly to increasing their self-esteem. Many scientists
assert that PBL improves oral presentation skill in various areas (Allen and Tanner, 2003; McGarvey, 2004; Kelly and
Finalyson, 2007).
Reporting is an activity that students carry out by researching, analyzing, and presenting their findings in writing either
individually or as a group. Whether notes are viewed as significant or not, the need for students to write reports
becomes quite urgent at times. An effective assessment tool should also provide a complete and objective reporting skill
for the student activity (Waters and McCracken, 1997). Reporting, that is, written communication skills is a skill that
will be used by students throughout their lives, which has been found to improve with the help of PBL. Likewise, King
(2009) found that students' writing skills improve through the application of PBL method. Furthermore, in the findings
section of the present study, as can be seen in Table 4, where worksheets are scored, and research report assessment
results are given, the high scores of the students can be taken as an indicator that PBL method can help students gain the
reporting skill.
The observation findings of this study also identify some passive or uninterested students who are not engaged in the
study. PBL may have some negative results besides its positive effects. Some of these potential drawbacks can be listed
as remaining passive in the face of the dominant group members, inadequacy of the teacher in motivating the students,
and failure of the scenario to provide sufficient motivation (Benbow and McMahon, 2001; Elder, 2015; Vardi &
Ciccarelli 2008; Wells, Warelow & Jackson 2009). In a study carried out by Woods, Hall, Eyles, Hrymak and Duncan–
Hewitt (1996), it was found that it was challenging to deal with dominant group members both in tutorials PBL groups
and PBL groups with a tutor. If there is a tutor in group meetings, he or she can help other students deal with the
dominating students in a constructive manner, yet it might be quite challenging for the tutor (Kinnunen & Malmi,
2005 ).
In order for an individual to be free, he/she must be able to overcome his/her problems single-handedly. Such an
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individual who can solve his/her problems on his/her own is an individual that has achieved self-regulated learning and
thus has taken the first step toward becoming a successful scientist with a high self-esteem. PBL is a pedagogical
method that give the students chance to practice their potentials such as problem solving, presenting skills, reporting,
communicating, learning independent … etc. As such PBL can therefore be recommended for other subjects wıthın
chemıstry and other subjects.
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Appendix A
Scenario Pep
pper Gas and Rising
R
Cake
Pepper Gas aand Rising Caake
On a cold dayy, walking hom
me from schoool, Fatma com
mes across a strreet protest. Seecurity forces have just used
d pepper
gas to dispersee the activist crowd.
c

Irritated by thhe gas first in her
h throat and tthen her eyes, Fatma asks a person nearbyy to squeeze soome lemon in her
h eyes.
Her eyes now
w covered with lemon juice, F
Fatma rushes hhome. Since hher home is verry close to the location of the protest
the pepper gass has filled cerrtain parts of thhe home, exceept for the backk rooms. Luckkily, Fatma’s rooom is one of the back
rooms. When Fatma comes home, her moom, being usedd to this situattion is makingg a cake in thee kitchen. Fatm
ma greets
her mom, andd quickly goes to her room, and taking a ddeep breath shhe thinks “Thaank God it is ccold, if it were
e hot, the
pepper gas couuld reach all thhe way to my rroom”.
Fatma stays inn her room unntil the pepper gas wears offf. However, shhe cannot resistt the smell of the cake bakin
ng in the
kitchen and ggoes to the kitcchen. No tracee of smell rem
mains of the peepper gas in thhe kitchen. Shhe sees a huge plate of
rising cake onn the kitchen coounter.
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She asks her mom: “How can
c you make such a high-rrising cake witth such little ddough?” Her m
mom says thatt she has
used baking ssoda for that. Getting
G
more ccurious, Fatmaa takes a slice of cake and ggoes back to hher room, begiinning to
think about thhe rising (leaveening) mechaniism of the cakke.
1) Explaain the sprayinng and diffusioon phenomena of the pepper gas mentionedd above with ggas laws (Boyle’s law,
Charrles’ law and Gay-Lussac’s
G
laaw).
2) Find the volume annd amount of 00,25 mole peppper gas under nnormal circum
mstances (UNC
C). The formula
a of the
pepper gas is C10H5CIN2 (The atoom weights off the elements aare respectivelly: 12 gr/mole,, H:1 gr/mole, I: 127
gr/moole, N:14 gr/m
mole)
3) To w
which gas law is
i Fatma’s senttence “Thank G
God it is cold, if it were hot, the pepper gaas could reach all the
way to my room” related?
r
4) Whenn the volume of
o 584 gr peppper gas at 25 0C is reduced too half under 100 atm pressure,, what atm willl its
presssure be?
5) Whicch methods aree necessary to differentiate thhe pepper gas from the otherr gases in the aatmosphere?
6) Explaain the factorss that affect thee diffusion andd velocity of diiffusion of gases.
7) Whicch of the eventts mentioned aabove are relateed to diffusionn of gases?
8) Writee down the reaactions that cauuse the cake rise. Explain as a result of whhich laws the reesulting gas ca
auses the
cake to rise.
9) If all the gases werre ideal, what kkind of problem
ms would we eencounter in thhe world (Whaat are the ideal gases
and hhow do they beehave?)
10) Givee examples from
m daily life ressulting from thhe compressionn and expansioon of gases.
11) Explaain the proporttional relation between the inncrease or difffusion or volum
me of pepper ggas by using th
he gas
law.
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